
Private Rides 

MOST POPULAR
Our Signature Ride is our most popular ride (and beautiful scenery) 
(14 or 6 miles in length, your choice) and can be organized to finish 
with a picnic or table setting lunch at Upper Shirley Vineyards, on the 
banks of the James River, where we begin and end.  I've started with 
the simplest to most grand. Guided Rides include BASKET & BIKE 
Priority Classic Bikes with Baskets, Signature Snack, Water, 
Experienced Guide. One glass of wine included in Guided Rides. 

BASIC OPTIONS for SIGNATURE RIDE
Petite Signature Ride: 1.5- 2hr guided history/nature bike 
excursion followed by your choice of 
luncheon* at Upper Shirley on the 
riverbank and one glass of wine with 
photographs taken. $115pp  

Signature Ride: 2.5-3hr guided history/
nature bike excursion with special stops 
followed by your choice of luncheon* at 
Upper Shirley on the riverbank and one glass 
of wine and photographs taken. $135pp  
Self-Guided Bike Rentals $65 per day 

Upper Shirley Vineyards



  
OTHER OPTIONS 
There are many other options available, such as our Quirk Hotel Street 
Art & Secret Garden Tour ($125pp) - end with a picnic in the atrium or 
a lovely garden in Richmond. The best thing is to decide if you want an 
Upper Shirley Vineyards/Virginia Capital Trail experience or another 
location. 

*LUNCHEON OPTIONS

Simple + Chic Picnic - $85pp - a more relaxed, simple picnic 
by BASKET & BIKE - set with style, including blankets, flowers, 
attractively styled grazing board, plus additions like cheese 
straws, sparkling water, and service to your group. Wine 
additional.

Pre-Ordered Lunch - $35pp - one selection from the Upper 
Shirley (or other if in town) picnic menu and service to your 
group. Wine additional. 

A la carte - Pay directly to the restaurant

Simple + Chic Picnic (Just setup) — $55pp - a more relaxed, 
simple picnic by BASKET & BIKE - set with style, including 
blankets, flowers, and special touches. Order food at Upper 
Shirley a la carte. 

Reserve the Porch at Upper Shirley - The far end of the 
riverfront facing porch with couches and low tables can be 
reserved (subject to availability) for $200. Max number is 20 
people. Wine and lunch (plus a $30 food and beverage  
minimum) additional. 

Reserve a Table at Upper Shirley - We can help you reserve 
and can decorate with flowers, etc 



SAMPLE PICNIC RIDE with COST 

Petite Signature Ride $115pp 
S + C Picnic  $70pp (normally $85pp - +10pp discount) 

Total     $185pp 

WEATHER NOTES:
It can be LOVELY to bike in the rain.  Picnic may proceed on the vernda. So 
at Basket & Bike we do bike in the rain, unless there are hazardous 
conditions like a hurricane. If we do cancel due to weather we will offer your 
group a raincheck good for 18 months.

CANCELLATION POLICY:
Reservations may be cancelled for a full refund 14 days prior. 
Cancellations after this time receive a 50% refund. 
No refund for cancellations within 24 hrs of the ride.  
We appreciate your understanding of this policy.


